S6948 SPLASH (USA, 1984)

Credits: director, Ron Howard; writers, Lowell Ganz, Babaloo Mandel, Bruce Jay Friedman.

Cast: Tom Hanks, John Candy, Daryl Hannah, Eugene Levy.

Summary: Comedy/fantasy film set in contemporary New York City. Allen Bauer (Hanks) is a success in the New York wholesale produce business. He is a workaholic who is convinced he can’t fall in love. That is, until he is knocked unconscious in a boating accident and his beautiful rescuer is the girl of his dreams (Hannah). There’s only one complication – Allen has fallen hook, line and sinker for a mermaid. The Vietnam connection is identified in Lanning’s Vietnam at the movies. When Allen suddenly runs away from a business meeting with “a former Green Beret” who is the produce purchaser for a chain of supermarkets, his brother (Candy) explains this bizarre behavior as being a result of wounds suffered in Vietnam when “a grenade went off in his helmet.”
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